Real estate structures
2020-2021
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Change and uncertainty are key challenges this year for real estate deal
structures. Investors, developers and finance providers will need to
understand the implications and look for flexible and innovative responses.
Opportunities in a distressed market.
Our real estate specialists covering property transactions,
corporate real estate, funds, real estate finance and tax offer
commentary and ideas.

Let’s talk about deals.
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Trends 2020/21
What are we hearing?
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Loud and clear
•

After a significant drop off in activity immediately following the first lockdown in the UK
(March 2020), the market has gradually been picking up speed again with a notable uptick
in July 2020 and an even more significant uptick in November/December 2020.

•

The market has become increasingly fragmented – the quality of the asset and its sector
have a marked impact on performance.

•

Flight to quality. As global economic turbulence increases, the yield gap between prime
and secondary is growing.

•

Brexit: dissipating but still some concerns. Prime assets are still trading well.

•

Quality office rents and capital values holding up well. Even if there is a move towards
greater numbers working from home, offices will remain a critical hub for collaboration and
innovation.

•

Retail is struggling, being hit by multiple tenant collapses and CVAs and falls in capital
values. Opportunities for counterintuitive investors?

•

Choice assets in specialist sectors, such as logistics and student housing, continue to
outperform.
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Making themselves heard
•

Innovative and specialist investors looking to leverage off local government finance
undertaking income strip deals.

•

More Government money into both national and regional re-generation.

•

More emphasis on micro-selection (i.e. specific properties rather than generic asset
classes).

•

US-based lenders interested in higher yielding assets such as buy-to-rent and co-living.

•

Tax systems becoming more complex to capture more tax.

•

Continuing interest in fixed rate debt deals from those who need to match liabilities e.g.
pension providers.

•

Residential development on commercial/industrial sites is popular.
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Whispers
•

Global investors are still keen on the UK, encouraged by opportunities created by the
global uncertainty over Covid-19, accommodative monetary policy supporting asset
prices and the weaker pound.

•

Listed property funds may become popular for exposure to real estate but openended property funds need to carry cash in the portfolio to satisfy redemptions and are
vulnerable if interest rates are low/negative.

•

Rumours of strategic funds/sponsors starting to build cash in readiness for buying
opportunities as and when a wider recession comes.

•

Speculative (i.e. not pre-let) commercial development appears to be all but dead other
than possibly in niche sectors such as logistics.

•

Increased financial covenant re-sets and restructurings starting to emerge.

•

Substantial planning regime changes outlined by the Government in August 2020, could
facilitate greater and faster development opportunities.
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Sustainability
Going green improves returns
The issue
As recently as five years ago, sustainability issues were peripheral to property investment
decisions. No more.
Before Covid-19 struck, the preeminent issue being discussed in the UK market was
sustainability. Property investors have become increasingly aware that global real estate is
contributing nearly 40% of global energy and process-related emissions. Initial inertia has
been replaced by a seemingly genuine desire to take the necessary measures to ensure
that the real estate industry contributes to reducing carbon emissions and to meet the UK
Government’s net zero emissions by 2050 target.
The drivers behind the increased importance of sustainability are varied. If we take a desire
to protect the planet for future generations as a given, the two most significant factors for
investors must be corporate governance requirements and improved investment return.
Taking action to reduce emissions has become a central part of corporate governance.
From the tenant perspective, many large corporations will only take space in buildings
that have solid investment credentials, often reflected in a high “BREEAM” rating. In
parallel, investors have for some time required investment managers to demonstrate their
commitment to environmental concerns and the assessment and ratings provided by
GRESB have provided a benchmark for green performance.
Sustainable investment not only makes social sense, it makes economic sense too.
Tenants are prepared to pay higher rents for greener buildings. For investors this
translates through to capital values and those investors who get ahead of the curve are
likely to see the greatest returns.
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Comment
There is a growing link between the sustainability credentials of a building and its investment
value. This link grew sharply over the last 12 months and the correlation is likely to escalate.
Environmental issues are going to become more and more important every year as we approach
2050 and as the global investment market takes a more stringent approach to green investment.
Going green is not just rhetoric. The legal framework is complex, both in terms of strict legal
requirements and in how owners and occupiers apportion obligations, risks and responsibilities
in the legal documents that govern their relationships. At Stephenson Harwood we have been
at the forefront of legal developments in the sustainability field.
Most landlords and tenants are keen to ensure that their leases are modernised so that they take
energy efficiency and other green issues into account. We have advised several large institutions
on the changes that they should make to their standard letting documents, which have contributed
to their “ESG” (“Environmental and Social Governance”) benchmark return performance.
MEES (Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards) are legal requirements in the UK relating to the
energy performance of buildings. They were first introduced in 2011 and have become more
stringent over recent years. Most notably the government have recently indicated that they
expect MEES to be significantly stricter by 2030 which means that many landlords will have to
make substantial capital investments to bring their portfolios up to scratch. The legislation
in this area is increasingly sophisticated and we can provide detailed advice to ensure that
unexpected capital expenditure is not required.
As well as directly affecting the value of properties, an awareness of green issues can also
help reduce financing costs, as “green loans” can be obtained at preferential rates. More
information on green and sustainability-linked loans is set out overleaf and this is an area in
which we are a market leader.

Moving towards a green future
What should I be thinking about in considering green loans and
sustainability-linked lending?
What is it

Green loans

Sustainability-linked loans

Any type of loan instrument made available exclusively to finance or re-finance (in
whole or in part) “Green Projects”. The Green Loan Principles set out the framework for
understanding the characteristics of green loans based around four main components:

They are not characterised by the borrower’s use of proceeds but enable lenders to
incentivise improvements in the borrower’s sustainability profile by aligning the loan terms
to the borrower’s achievement predetermined sustainability performance objectives.
Examples of sustainability objectives, include reduced greenhouse gas emissions, reduced
water consumption and the amount of renewable energy generated or used by the
borrower.

•

use of proceeds

•

process for project evaluation and selection

•

management of proceeds

•

reporting.

Examples are typically a ‘green’ project such as a wind turbine.
How will it impact loan pricing?

No pricing impact.

The borrower’s performance against predetermined sustainability objectives affects the
interest rate, incentivising improved sustainability performance.

How will the purpose be
monitored?

Borrowers should maintain records of the use of green loan proceeds, including a list of the The need for external review of the borrower’s performance against its predetermined
green projects to which the proceeds have been allocated together with a description of
sustainability objectives is decided on a case by case basis.
the project, amount allocated and the expected impact. External review is recommended
but not required.

What are the advantages for a
lender?

Lenders are increasingly coming under more and more public pressure to show that they are behaving in a socially and environmentally responsible manner. Developing a green lending
or sustainability-linked lending portfolio, and thus supporting green initiatives, is one way of demonstrating this. A further particular advantage of green lending in the real estate
finance sector is that “green buildings” may achieve a higher valuation that a non-green competitor building, thus improving the value of the lender’s security.

What are the disadvantages for
a lender?

The current lack of standardised green or sustainable loan documentation means that lending institutions often do not have their own internal green loan documents and initiatives,
or borrowers do not know what to propose. Our experience working with green and sustainable loan documentation means we are able to assist borrowers and lenders with agreeing
terms and drafting, making the process more cost effective.
Two-way pricing is becoming increasingly popular in the sustainability-linked lending market. If a borrower does not hit its targets, as set out in the relevant loan documentation, then
the borrower may see its margin increase rather than decrease. A lender who enforces two-way pricing if its borrower fails to meet such targets may be viewed less positively if that
lender is perceived to be profiting from a sustainability failure. It is therefore important to document two-way pricing in a way which rewards green behaviour, rather than in a way which
suggests penalties for non-performance.

How prevalent is green/
sustainability-led financing in
real estate finance?
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Whilst both green and sustainability-led loans are becoming increasingly common in the sector, the growth of sustainability-led loans has been particularly apparent. The concept of a
sustainability-linked loan is broad and so presents opportunities for borrowers who do not invest in green projects but nonetheless do have a good (or improving) sustainability profile.
In terms of green loans, the funding of the construction of “Green Buildings” has appeal to lenders. These buildings have the potential to achieve higher rents, higher occupancy rates
and higher valuations than their non-green competitors, thereby improving the value of the lender’s security.

HMRC update VAT guidance on
payments made on termination
of leases
New HMRC guidance on VAT and lease
arrangements and VAT on termination
payments
VAT in the context of the termination of leases has historically been a fairly settled area
of VAT law. That is until summer 2020 when HMRC’s guidance was changed with the
publication of Revenue and Customs Brief 12 (2020) VAT treatment of early termination
fees and compensation payment following two recent judgments of the Court of Justice of
the European Union (Meo and Vodafone Portugal).
HMRC’s previously published view was that a payment pursuant to a termination right
provided for and exercised in accordance with a contract was not consideration for a supply
by the landlord and so not subject to VAT. This was on the basis that such payment was
compensatory in nature and so outside the scope of VAT.
According to the updated guidance set out in the Brief, HMRC now consider that any payment
for early termination, including under a lease, is consideration for a supply for VAT purposes.
In the context of leases, if a tenant exercises a break clause to terminate their lease, payment
is required to exercise the break and the landlord has opted to tax the property then VAT
will be chargeable by the landlord. If no option has been exercised by the landlord then the
payment will be consideration for an exempt supply with no VAT due from the tenant.
It was originally thought that this change should not affect the VAT treatment of payments
under leases in respect of dilapidations. This was on the basis that dilapidation payments
are payments that compensate the landlord for damage to their premises caused by the
tenant and the failure of the tenant to deliver the premises back in the required state of
repair and so should be outside the scope of VAT and unaffected by the changes outlined
above. However, it is understood that this is not HMRC’s view and that they consider that
VAT should be charged on dilapidation payments with very narrow exceptions.
Updated HMRC guidance on the VAT treatment of dilapidations is awaited.
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Comment
Comment
The upside of this change for taxpayers, and in particular landlords, is that it removes some of
the uncertainty around the VAT treatment of payments on the exercise of break fees. In some
circumstances it may not be entirely clear that the tenant has complied with the terms of the
break clause as set out in the lease. Whereas previously the landlord would have had to take a
view on whether the tenant was exercising the break in accordance with the lease, and therefore
whether to charge VAT, with a risk of denial in input VAT recovery for the tenant if VAT was
wrongly charged or an under-declaration of output VAT for the landlord if VAT was wrongly not
charged. Happily the simple position is now that VAT is chargeable if the landlord has opted.
Originally HMRC’s guidance expressed that these changes would take effect retrospectively.
This would have meant that landlords who in the last four years did not charge VAT on
termination payments in accordance with HMRC published guidance at the time would have had
to correct their VAT returns to report the output VAT and account to HMRC for the output VAT,
where they wouldn’t necessarily have been able to recover the VAT from their previous tenants.
Following representations to HMRC by industry bodies on these issues and potential
unfairness with enforcing this retrospectively HMRC have backed down and it is expected that
these changes will instead apply with effect from 1 February 2021.
Given HMRC have recently changed their guidance on the VAT treatment in a couple of
different areas affecting real estate, on a practical level landlords and tenants should make
sure they have the right to charge VAT when it is due through appropriate contractual
provisions and take appropriate advice on VAT.

Corporate real estate transactions
Choice of law
Overview
While there will be instances where the combination of English law and English courts is the
obvious choice and preference for all parties, there may be times where one party to a transaction
may exert pressure to apply their preferred law and dispute resolution procedure, likely the law and
courts of their country of incorporation or residency, or another jurisdiction they are familiar with.
It is not unusual for a corporate real estate transaction to involve parties and assets in multiple
jurisdictions. The buyer and seller will need to agree which law will govern the documentation
and which courts will have authority to determine the outcome of disputes between the parties.
We have explored below the sort of questions we get asked by clients in the early stages of
negotiations on these types of transaction.

Q

We are proposing to acquire a substantial commercial office building
in central London and the Seller, a [South African] incorporated
corporate, is insisting that the acquisition agreement is governed by
[South African] law. Can we accept this?

Q

If we end up in a dispute with a counterparty relating to a disposal of
real estate assets in Dubai, is litigating in the English courts really our
best option?

Broadly speaking, where two commercial parties have entered into a contractual relationship,
English law can be relied on to give effect to the commercial bargain agreed between you and
your counterparty. For this reason alone, English law is often chosen by commercial parties even
where there is no connection to the UK. The English court system is reliable and, comparatively
speaking, efficient and, importantly for disputes involving parties and assets in multiple
jurisdictions, English court judgments are recognised across the world. An alternative may be to
combine English law with arbitration under the London Court of International Arbitration Rules,
which can offer a quicker and less costly solution.
It is worth noting that the cost of enforcing judgments can vary greatly depending on the
jurisdictions involved and, if this is a particular concern for you in the context of a real estate
transaction, advice of local counsel in the relevant jurisdictions should be sought prior to
entering into the transaction.

For an acquisition of this nature, any dispute is very likely to relate to the property asset itself.
In the unfortunate event you are required to litigate a claim against the Seller, the English
court system will arguably be best placed to deal with a dispute involving the property asset in
particular due to the nuance of English property law.

Q

Q

In this context English law can offer you some protection from the application of less reliable or
predictable laws of a particular jurisdiction.

We are investing in a real estate development project in [Spain]
involving multiple investors based in several jurisdictions. Is English
law really the right choice of law for the documentation?

English law is not only an attractive option in a transaction where the key real estate assets are located
in the UK. Whilst we would anticipate the property specific documents (for example, the option, sale
and development agreements) being governed by [Spanish] law and property related due diligence
being carried out by local counsel in [Spain], having English law governed investment documents would
offer you and your international co-investors a reliable and robust legal framework to govern your
ongoing investment relationship and provide comfort should disputes arise in the future.
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We are looking to undertake a development project in an unfamiliar
overseas jurisdiction. Would we still be able to use English law for the
relevant legal documents?

There will be exceptions to your ability to prevent the application of local law and advice should
always be sought from local counsel in the relevant jurisdictions to identify any potential risk
areas in respect of mandatory local laws.

Landlord remedies and
COVID-19 changes
Collecting rent in a pandemic

Tips for landlords

Landlords have seen severe impacts on rent collections since March 2020: according to
analysis done by Cushman & Wakefield, at the 21-day mark after the December quarter
day 77% of rents were collected overall. There is some variation across sectors with pubs
and restaurants lagging at 23% and offices being the most resilient at 88%.

Rent concessions

Landlords have also been inundated with requests for rent concessions and/or had tenants
enter into Company Voluntary Arrangements (CVAs). The latter enable tenants to write off
arrears and reduce future rents – often over 3-5 years.

Options which are off the table
The Government’s response to the pandemic has been tenant-friendly. In order to help
businesses survive, most of the usual remedies for non-payment of rent have been
restricted. These restrictions currently last until 31 March 2021. At present, a landlord may
no longer:
•

Issue insolvency proceedings to put a tenant into liquidation unless it can prove that the
tenant would have been unable to pay its rents even if Covid-19 had not had a financial
effect upon it.

•

Send bailiffs to seize a tenant’s goods (known as “CRAR”) unless at least 366 days’ rent
are owing.

•

Forfeit a lease for non-payment of rent (even if the arrears pre-date Covid-19).

Landlords do not have to agree rent concessions. Although tenants often quote the “Code of
Practice for Commercial Property” (which recommends that landlords act reasonably), this is
non-binding and does not change the legal obligations. Many landlords will look for something
in return for a concession, such as an extension of the term. Any concession must always be
properly documented (to avoid inadvertently waiving rights).

Payments of rent
The main remedy which remains open is debt proceedings in court. However, there are reports
of landlords of commercial properties having recourse to rent deposits. Landlords may also
look to forfeit the lease for non-financial breaches where rent has not been paid.

Preserving rights against third parties
It’s always worth checking if there is anyone else liable for the debt. Watch out though – a
special notice must be served on former tenants or their guarantors within six months of the
arrears falling due, to avoid losing rights.

Landlord liabilities to finance providers
Landlords who have third borrowings should consider the covenants in their loan agreements.
If these are linked to rental receipts it may be necessary to agree a variation with the lender.

CVAs
Do take advice if you become aware that a tenant is considering a CVA. You have most leverage
to influence the shape at the earliest stages and sometimes a CVA can be challenged. CVAs
also usually give landlords of affected properties a termination right and we have seen several
instances where clients have secured new leases on more favourable terms by threatening to
exercise such rights.
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Please note
This paper is a generic document prepared for
discussion purposes only and there can be no assurance
that any of the options discussed in it would be suitable
for any specific person, transaction or circumstances.
This material is intended to provide general information
on legal topics, current at the time of first publication.
It is not intended to be comprehensive nor does it
constitute legal advice or tax advice.
You should seek legal or other professional advice
before acting or relying on any of the content.
Please speak to your usual Stephenson Harwood
contact for more information.
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About us
Stephenson Harwood is an international law firm headquartered in London with nine offices
across Asia, Europe and the Middle East.

1100+

180+
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People worldwide

Partners

Offices worldwide

49

90+

40

Top rankings
for individuals

Countries in which
our clients are based

Languages spoken
by our staff

180 partners and over 1100 staff worldwide put their commitment and energy into achieving the
goals of listed and private companies, institutions and individuals.
The highest calibre of legal talent is dedicated to overcoming your most complex issues with
partners playing a central role.
With our focus on developing strong personal relationships at every level, you get the right
advice from the right person at the right moment.

We provide a full service real estate offering including planning or environmental law.
The team covers core, traditional real estate work and more innovative matters, including:
•

real estate development and regeneration

•

asset management

•

investment sales and purchases

•

landlord and tenant work

•

joint ventures between property companies

•

financing and refinancing projects

•

planning and environmental matters

•

real estate finance

•

corporate real estate

•

PFI and other projects

•

rescue and insolvency

•

real estate litigation.

A team of people as committed to your success as you are delivers clear advice
that is set squarely in the real world.
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Our team
Key contacts

Jonathon Wilkes

Catriona Berman

James Styles

James Linforth

Jonathan Proctor

Partner, real estate

Partner, real estate

Consultant, real estate

Partner, real estate finance

Partner, real estate finance

T: +44 20 7809 2522
E: jonathan.wilkes@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2568
E: catriona.berman@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2529
E: james.styles@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2060
E: james.linforth@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2207
E: jonathan.proctor@shlegal.com

Oliver Jefferies

Andrew McLean

Jonathan Bridcut

Alex Haynes

Carolyn Hall

Senior associate, real estate finance

Partner, corporate finance

Partner, corporate finance

Partner, funds

Senior associate, funds

T: +44 20 7809 2543
E: oliver.jefferies@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2085
E: andrew.mclean@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2393
E: jonathan.bridcut@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2003
E: alex.haynes@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2189
E: carolyn.hall@shlegal.com

Andrew Myers

Sophie Schultz

Maryanna Sharrock

John Meehan

Kate Worthington

Partner, real estate litigation

Partner, real estate litigation

Partner, tax

Partner, tax

Senior associate, tax

T: +44 20 7809 2275
E: andrew.myers@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2257
E: sophie.schultz@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2191
E: maryanna.sharrock@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2375
E: john.meehan@shlegal.com

T: +44 20 7809 2391
E: kate.worthington@shlegal.com
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